Reduce Your Margin
of Error with Load
Bank Testing
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Power Grid
vs. Load Banks
Power grid fluctuations make it impossible
to provide precise, accurate, and repeatable
testing parameters, resulting in an increased
margin of error when using the grid to load
test. Since the purpose of conducting a load
test during commissioning and maintenance
is to ensure a facility will sustain power
efficiently and effectively, fluctuations
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from the grid could produce inaccurate
results.
This white paper explains the basics on how
the grid works, why power fluctuations
are the norm, and how using a load bank
can reduce your margin of error when
load testing.
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POWER GRID SET UP
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Understanding How the
Power Grid Works

Reviewing the basics, the power grid is a complex
and dynamic system set up to provide the necessary
electricity to meet consumers’ needs. Below is a
high-level overview of the elements that contribute
to the grid system and potential fluctuation of load.
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INDIVIDUAL GENERATORS
Power is created by spinning electric generators at power plants across the
nation. These facilities are known as coal and natural gas burning power
plants, hydroelectric dams, nuclear power plants, wind turbines, and solar farms.
The electricity produced from each of these facilities gets manipulated and
used differently on the grid.
TRANSMISSION LINES
Once power is generated at a power plant, transmission lines bring the power to
consumers. On average, the distance electricity will travel on a transmission line
is up to 300 miles. To minimize energy loss during transmission, the power is
converted to high-voltage electricity by a transformer.
THE POWER DISTRIBUTION GRID
When the power reaches the end of the designated transmission line, it is
converted back to low voltage electricity and transferred to the distribution
grid at a power substation. The distribution grid is a system of wires that
connects power substations to homes and businesses, allowing electricity to
reach customers.
LOAD
The final destinations for the power grid are the locations where customers
use electricity. The load demand for each location will vary depending on a
variety of factors including season, time of day, and day of the week.
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GRID FLUCTUATION
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Fluctuation
of the Power
Grid
Working with a
fluctuating grid system
Construction of the power grid began in the 1870s
and it was designed to quickly increase power
creation to match the ever-changing electricity
needs of consumers. Power must be generated
as it is used since large amounts of electricity are
unable to be stored, resulting in a continuous ebb
and flow of power generation.
There are hundreds of power plants dedicated
to producing electricity and each require close
attention to ensure the right voltage and frequency
is maintained. If there is ever a failure or issue
with a section of the grid, the other sections of
the grid are designed to pick up the slack, working
harder to counteract for the power loss. While the
grid was built with this ability, it is not foolproof.
If the demand of electricity is high, small failures
can interrupt power creation and efficiency,
prompting widespread power loss. Fluctuations in
the power grid are a normal occurrence and usually
have no negative effect on power generation, but it
makes it impossible to find precise, accurate, and
repeatable testing parameters when using the grid
to conduct a load test.
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THE BENEFITS
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Load Banks and
ComRent Take the Risk
Out of Load Testing
LOAD BANK BENEFITS
With a load bank, critical power parameters such as voltage, current,
and load can be controlled and repeated. By setting exact parameters
when load testing, you can mimic real-life testing scenarios to
accurately energize your system, demonstrate proper performance
levels and uncover potential problems.
When you have complete control over a load test, you can reduce
the margin of error, allowing for fast and accurate testing. Using a
load bank rather than the grid improves system reliability to ensure
your customers and facility have consistent power.
COMRENT BENEFITS
ComRent is a true service provider for all load testing services and
solutions. We pair our technical expertise with the largest inventory
of load banks to solve your load testing and commissioning
challenges on time and on budget. Every load testing project comes
with an expert technician to manage your entire load test from
setup to tear down, to ensure every load test is completed correctly.
From reliable equipment to fully accessible load bank experts, we
are a turnkey provider to help you accurately load test your facility.
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If you are ready to reduce the margin
of error in your load tests, our load
bank experts can help. Contact us for
a complimentary consultation.
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